Team Green: Thought Locker

Performance Period: Sunday 4/16 - Saturday 4/22

1. Summary of Group Accomplishments:
   ● Group meeting with Jim to discuss Design Presentation
   ● Design Presentation finalized
   ● Design Presentation delivered

2. Individual Contributions/Accomplishments:
   ● Deshawn
     i. Presentation of slides
   ● Olivia
     i. Presentation of slides
   ● Nathan
     i. Updated Website
     ii. Modified Caregiver Solution Flow
     iii. Modified Major Functional Components
     iv. Modified Login Algorithm
     v. Modified Item Finder Algorithm
     vi. Modified Task Manager Algorithm
     vii. Modified Contact Center Algorithm
     viii. Modified Event Viewer Algorithm
     ix. Modified Monitoring Algorithm
   ● Jerome
     i. Presentation of slides
   ● Ty
i.

- **Ryan**
  
i. Presentation of slides
  
ii. Assisted Jerome with revising all algorithms and created the monitoring algorithm.
  
iii. Assisted Olivia with mock-up design on several slides, including for monitoring and analytics, task scheduler, and settings.
  
iv. Wrote a thorough outline of slides to present.
  
v. Made smaller modifications to presentation to reflect last-minute edit requests by Professor Brunelle.

3. **Key Objectives for Coming Week:**
   
   - Finish Lab 1 Final
   
   - Assemble Prototype Presentation

4. **Issues/Concerns:**
   
   -